CROWD SINGS
COWBOY AIRS WITH LOMAX
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LOOKING BAD

Another offensive charge frequently
verges upon higher efficiency.
The Meaning
(NOT THE COST)

Gives the Value to

A CHRISTMAS GIFT

No other gift can carry so much meaning, whether of cordial friendship or of deeper intimacy, as does

A Portrait Photograph

There is still time, but not much to spare, to get one before Christmas.

There is still time, but not much to spare, to get one before Christmas.

NEWBERG STUDIO

128 South Clinton
BLACK 536

CHOICE OF FINE SHIRTS

We have just received a new shipment of shirts in all the newest patterns. Here are fine Flannels, smart solid color ones with small figures and collars to match—in fact all the newest novelties in Shirts as well as standard patterns. This shipment includes a choice selection of shirts.

COAST'S

Deneck's

A Huge Special Purchase of Wool

Hose $1.50

Fair

All women's all-purpose hose, showing slight variations in weave, will be sold at almost one-half the price of "regulars," beginning tomorrow.

This is an unusual purchase, especially so since the imperfections are so slight that a very careful examination seldom reveals the drop stitch. These hose come in all the assorted heather mixtures. Very special, the pair, $1.50.

WOMEN'S SILK AND WOOL HOSSE, $1.25

First quality hose, in assorted heather mixtures. Ribbed and of firm, soft quality. It's a hose which has silk for beauty and wool for warmth.

All sizes, 8½ to 10; pair, $1.25.

WOMEN'S PURE WOOL HOSSE, VERY SPECIAL, $1.95 THE PAIR

Wayne knit, full fashioned hose of fine quality pure wool, in green and brown and brown and heather mixtures.

We invite comparison of these hose with any on the market at $3.95 the pair; special during this event, the pair, $1.95.

Complete stocks of domestic and imported silk and wool and all silk hose at $1.25 to $3.95 the pair.

—Deneck's, First Floor.
Only Two of Thousands of Critical Gems

"The Fairyland D'surpass is a wild composition which

third few will get into her head. This D'surpass would seem to De Jump from the window, or perhaps in the

a real case of wholesale upsets. Every time there is a fight and D'surpass sees given

victory, it is particularly long picture, but sadly enough it doesn't seem as protected as many short fiction figures manage to

duced with success will enable the

Theatre. From the "spirit" of the

A Great Deal of Time will Be

"The Free" is a chance for any

At the end the head may say in appreciation of the fact that the stu-

against the usual methods of

and protection of

Theatre. From the "spirit" of the
A strong practice schedule has been laid out, which will win the team into shape for the major games. Practice will be held Monday and Thursday at the gym, and Wednesday and Saturday at the fields. A practice game against Gray City will be played on Saturday.

Chef Adamee also said that it is probable that the United States team of Lieu of Duicote will be formed, and that the Iowa team will play here February 2.

Hornig Has Play 4 Years According to Chef Adamee the Cornelian team is strong and judging from present indications should give the Iowa boys a real battle. Coach Adamee does not have the eligibility rules of Big Ten, which allows them to play four years, and therefore they are always represented by strong teams.

CLASS PRESIDENTS, APPOINTED PARTY AFFAIRS, SILENT

President of the seniors, junior and senior officer committee in their policy of being non-declines opinion on the new regulations on the basis of personal tickets and the limitation of their party committee to seven members. Although cases are rare, indicates that there is a wide division of opinion among them on the new regulations, official statements are uncommon by them. "I have no further present than a prospective committee at present," said Alvah Scott, floor head of Iowa city, president of the senior class. "The boys committee which has been organized was unable from formerly and the new roll did not make any change."

Dealers is Filed

Following a meeting of the prospective committee, the officers and registrars, returns to his office today after a vacation of about a month. Most of the vaca-

tion was spent at home, but Mr. Donovan made several trips, most of which were of a business rather than a recreational character.

The announcement of his return was attended by the students at Du Haran. Later he went on an inspection trip to Leopold college at Racine. He made another trip for the purpose of inspection to Du Haran college at Du Haran. Last week he spent a day in Madison, Wisconsin.

Ryan's School of Dancing

BURKLEY BALLROOM

NOTE—Registration for all classes will be at Burkley Hotel any-
time Friday and Saturday.

THREE DOLLARS

SIX TWO-HOUR LESSONS

THEN—If you find it difficult to keep up with your group, there will be make-up periods.

I will arrange all classes or groups not to exceed fifty, to me this is a very small class.

Classes may be formed with this number, so that those closely asso-
ciated may work together without handicap.

The object of this series is to make good DANCERS, and not merely to introduce a few steps.

"It's not what you dance but how well you dance"

PRIVATE LESSONS BY APPOINTMENT

Phone Burkley Hotel

A Coat on your Back

Keeps a Cold off your Chest

And December a great month for Ills

If you find the Overcoat Quality we’re offering for lower prices than we are asking—don’t pass it up.

We want your business on the basis of satisfaction—not sentiment. This 51st Anniversary sale means SAVINGS and there’s only one sure way of finding where the best prices are—and that’s by comparison. We’re thriving on Comparison.

Match These Values if you Dare

*30 Clothes Values $22
*35 Clothes Values $27
*40 Clothes Values $32
*50 Clothes Values $37

Exclusive Agents for Fashion Park Clothes

SYNDICATE CLOTHING CO.

207-09 First Avenue

Cedar Rapids, Iowa

High society

Constance Talmage

A Starring Photoplay Of The Cosmopolitan's Successful Novel

Pathet News

3 Reel Comedy

Admission, 15c-30c

Coming Saturday, Sunday and Monday

CONWAY TEARLE

In a Whirl of a Photoplay

Entitled

“The Fighter”

See one of the most spectac-
ular train wrecks ever cre-
ativated, which radiates strength and

er—story of struggle of

victory. Also Good Comedy

Pathet News

TOPICS OF THE DAY

FABLES

Admission, 15c-30c.
STARVING STUDENTS IN IOWA ARE BEING AIDED BY IOWANS

THE "Student Friendship Fund" has been established for the purpose of raising funds to help those in need in the war-stricken areas of Europe, and the students of Iowa are doing their fair share.

The students of Europe at present are suffering in war-torn countries, and are in need of aid. The students of Iowa, through their collegiate organizations, have been organized for some time, and is the first time to reach us.

"Student Friendship Fund" has been started, and 12 cents a day will furnish a liberal support to carry these foreign students through the war. Here are the names of those who have so far contributed:

Student Friendship Fund

Thomson, Reuben A2 of Des Moines
Mary L. McCord A4 of Des Moines
Phillip A. Buscemi A4 of Driftwood, New Jersey
Avoy A2 of Washington, D.C.
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